Assuming perturbativity up to a high energy scale 10
GeV, we demonstrate that a future e + e linear collider operating at p s = 500 GeV with R L = 500 hep-ph/9807275 1. In this paper, we show that an e + e collider of sucient luminosity (which we quantify) will be guaranteed to nd a signal for a Higgs boson [1] if the model remains perturbative u p to energy scales of order 10 16 GeV. The maximal luminosity is that needed to detect a broad enhancement i n t h e M X spectrum in e + e ! Z X!e + e X+ + Xo v er the perturbatively allowed M X mass region.
For simplicity, w e will adopt a notation that assumes CP conservation in the Higgs sector; generalization is straightforward. A general neutral Higgs eld in an arbitrary (t ; Y ) representation is written in terms of its real (CP-even) and imaginary (CP-odd) components as 0 = 1 p 2 (h 0r + v + ih 0i ) ; where v is the vacuum expectation value acquired by the eld as a result of electroweak symmetry breaking.
The crucial ingredient for the no-lose theorem is that there must be Higgs bosons with mass below and in the vicinity of a perturbatively limited mass scale m B (of order the Fermi scale) which, in aggregate, have net coupling-squared to Z Zthat is at least as large as the SM value. The proof begins with two crucial inequalities. Dening
where N Z is a normalization constant, the rst inequality is [2, 3] h 0 Z jM 2 j 0 Z i v 2 m 2 B ; (2) where M 2 is the mass-squared operator for the neutral Higgs bosons, is some adimensional [9] by a dierent use of the mass inequalities.) For this min , a n i n tegrated luminosity o f L = 1 0 f b 1 w ould be more than adequate to detect at least one of the three CP-even scalars. In contrast, there are substantial regions of NMSSM parameter space for which none of the Higgs bosons will be discovered at the LHC [10] .
In general SUSY models with arbitrary par- closely mimics the background of relevance. In this way, the only observable becomes the excess of overall rate as compared to that expected from background over some mass interval. The resonance peaks of the Higgs bosons will not be observable.
To analyze this situation more quantitatively, we rst note that once the spacing is smaller than m it becomes irrelevant as to how many Higgs bosons there are. Thus, we will simply convert to an integral notation. Our crucial sum rules become:
Since it seems overly perverse to assume that Another important issue is the channel(s) in which we must detect the Higgs bosons. In the worst case, the Higgs bosons will decay invisibly (e.g. to two LSP's in a supersymmetric model) or to a large number of channels. In these cases, identication of the nal state would either not be possible or would not be useful because of the large background in any one channel (respectively). The only robust procedure is to look for e + e ! Z hand, possibly, e + e ! e + e h (Z Z -fusion) production in the e + e ! Z X(with Z ! e + e and + ) and e + e ! e + e X channels, respectively | we employ cuts that separate e + e ! Z h ;Z!e + e from e + e ! e + e h via Z Z -fusion | as an excess in the recoil M X distribution due to the continuum of Higgs bosons. Our focus will be on the Z hc hannel. 4 . We nd it most convenient to use the analysis of Ref. [12] . Although the cuts em- The results of Ref. [12] are best summarized in two tables. In Table I , we give the approximate signal and background rates for L = 500 fb 1 for the Z hand Z Z -fusion contributions to the e + e ! e + e h channel, and the corresponding S= excess would certainly be observable.
We have included the e + e ! e + e h Z Zfusion channel in Table I to indicate how dicult its use would be in this situation. It is useful to determine the number of Higgs bosons that would necessitate considering the continuum limit. Suppose there were 13 spread out over the 70 GeV to 200 GeV interval, i.e. a Higgs boson every 10 GeV. The resulting signals would be impossible to resolve into separate mass peaks if m > 10 GeV. In fact, this is nearly twice as good as the typical M X resolution found in Ref. [12] using`super{JLC' tracking (which, in turn, is substantially better than currently planned for rst-round NLC detectors). Thus, for current detector designs it would appear that a model with > 10 Higgs bosons that can couple to Z Zw ould be in danger of leading to a continuum Higgs signal. 6 . In summary, w e h a v e considered a`worstcase' Higgs scenario with a large number of Higgs bosons which cannot be separated from one another given expected detector resolutions, and which all decay i n visibly or to many nal states. In this case, the only viable signal is a continuum excess in the e + e ! Z X (with Z ! e + e and + ) recoil M X spectrum. We have shown that the assumption of perturbativity up to high scales and the bounds/inequalities derived therefrom, guarantee the observability of this signal provided that an integrated luminosity in excess of L = 100 fb 1 is accumulated. Bin-by-bin analysis of such a continuum excess would very possibly require L 500 fb 1 , implying that this situation provides a rather strong motivation for going to a very high L collider design. 
